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Abstract: The substantial growth in power demand throughout globe has resulted in more production with high 

quality outcome. The power energy consumption needs to be increased hastily due to industrial development 

and usage litheness. Thermal plant consistency and stability needed to improve the quality is a inspiring task 

due to advent of active environmental features which roots abnormalities in regular functioning philosophy. 

Mostly energy outcome of coal fired utility boiler is attained using standard active set points. Thermal plant unit 

efficiency of the boiler replicates the outcome of coal to steam conversion process which excludes un-ignorable 

energy loss. This proposed effort tries to derive optimal process criteria to minimize and control energy loss. 

The detail knowledge about fuel data that defines intermediate resulting data are needed to identify the 

dependencies and cause that exists in functional procedures of coal fired boiler. The applications of the proven 

computing tactics are exploited to derive the optimal criteria to obtain efficient boiler process. The optimized 

operations produce support in less fuel utilization and more cost effective. The applications of required 

knowledge mining techniques over thermal steam plant elements are focused to produce powerful fault control 

and decision support system. The request arises to have heightened solution due to the existence of process 

divergence that reduces preserving effort and enhances system complications.  
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I. Introduction 
Even though the fuel sources are more, the economical and prevalent fuel is coal due to its vase 

readiness. Mostly energy efficacy of coal fired boiler is acquired using regular operative optimum values. Raw 

content of fuel states its excellence and desires to have extensive use of regulative system to monitor concert 

throughout the reaction of the thermal elements. Power plant consistency and accurateness needed to enrich 

adeptness is a challenging task due to advent of vibrant environmental features which causes abnormalities in 

consistent operational views [1]. The deepness analysis is essential to gain knowledge about raw data and 

practice data are required to find the associations and their impact that occurs in operational tactics of utility 

boiler. The rudimentary information needs to be excavated from the history of coal through proximate and 

ultimate analysis [2]. The applications of the real figuring approaches are employed to determine the optimal set 

points to achieve active combustion process. The ideal operations result in less fuel intake and more cost 

effective [3]. The facts mining approaches over thermal power plant components are besieged to generate 

commanding fault investigative and decision support system. The ultimatum arises to have heightened solution 

due to the existence of performance aberrations that reduce upkeep effort and rises system complexity [4-6]. The 

knowledge detection process transforms a massive collection of data streams into expressive and actionable 

statistics by netting the heat transfer patterns occur during complete combustion process. The non-technical 

power plant operator customs the mined patterns as base and adopts the negligible alterations in thermal features 

such as coal flow, burner tilt and heating values as and when needed to achieve stable and reliable operations  to 

minimize heat energy loss to some extent[7-11]. Among the various thermal properties, the gross and net 

calorific or heating value of the fuel is preserved as the most vital thermal feature. The calorific value of the fuel 

is quantified as the amount of heat formed when the stated quantity of coal is entirely burnt under operational 

environments [12-15]. 
 

II. Mining Optimal Boiler Design Values Using Cluster Analysis 
2.1 Introduction to Data Extraction Process 

Performing data scrutiny to mine the mandatory facts from this enormous size of data packing is 

tremendously a stimulating task. The traditional data scrutiny approaches cannot be practical due to the 

existence of non- traditional properties of the boiler data. The notion of data mining begins with cultured 

procedures for analyzing vast amount of data with the objective of mining crucial interpretations. Here, the data 

mining is defined as the procedure of determining unseen information in the thermal data repository. Data 

mining procedures have been accepted out as a sequence of conversion steps to convert the raw data recorded in 

the repository to expressive patterns. 
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Fig: 1 Activity in Mining Process 

 

2.2 Cluster Analysis 

The cluster analysis formulates the set of data items based on the information exist in the data assets that 

describes the items and their associations. The patterns exposed over data mining methods afford the strategies 

to attain steady operations and to have active performance monitoring routine.  

 

2.3 K-Means Algorithm  

The K-Means cluster algorithm tracks the elementary attitude of getting input from the user, accomplish the 

mandatory computation and envisage the gained consequences. The phases involved in this procedure is detailed 

as, 

Step: 1 Initialize and validate the input data. 

             Boiler Data Set (BDs) = {rd1, rd2, …..rdn} - set of instances. 

                                      N   = Preferred number of clusters. 

Step: 2 Postulate the target output. 

                                      RC    = Resultant Cluster Set. 

Step: 3 Execute. 

a) Arbitrary assignment of primary centroid (a1, a2, ……. , an). 

b) Reiteration  

i) Allocate each data element (Ei) from BDs to the cluster that contains the adjacent centroid value. 

ii) Calculate different centroid value for every cluster. 

Until Convergence or termination criteria is met. 

The ensuing sets are denoted as clusters which should seizure the natural structure of the data. The 

importance of the cluster analysis is to progress the understandability level of field knowledge and utility of 

illustrative object for summarization, compression and discover nearest neighbor. The imitated thermal data 

derived from the prophesied model is stored in predicted boiler data set. After the basic data analysis task 

becomes over, based on the influence of every operative factor, the preferred volume of inputs are designated 

and verified as illustrative mining dataset. Specific sought of pre-processing stages are carried out to eliminate 

partial instances. The pre-processed data are then stimulated to achieve conversion procedure that converts it 

into the typical setup crucial to carry out further analysis practice. The K-Means clustering process is applied 

over the distorted data that results in mined ideal boiler design values. Through appropriate interpretation of the 

visualized depiction, the ideal designed values are excavated that offers adequate information to progress with 

parameter approximation.     

 

2.4 Analysis of Resultant Clusters 

The investigated information of heat absorption pattern for thermal elements such as water walls, super 

heater (SH), re-heater (RH) and economizer (ECO) for specified loads 250 Mw, 300 Mw, 400 Mw, 500 Mw, 

550 Mw is depicted in the Fig: 2. The varying percentage lies between 1% to 2% which is negligible and it 

won’t affect the overall combustion process.    
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FIG : 2  Diverged Analysis 
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III. Conclusion 
The electrical power energy is the most significant feature that regulates the economic and industrial 

growth of a country.  The power manufacturing sectors should take all exertions to preserve energy by reducing 

heat energy loss. The comprehensive process incorporated in coal fired boiler is implemented and boiler dataset 

was generated. The boiler data set was interpreted by using predicting techniques to produce sufficient amount 

of data that is needed for deriving optimal design values. The data set were predicted with the absorption energy 

flow of different grades of coal for all the incorporated boiler elements. The simple K-means clustering method 

was applied to derive control values for each boiler elements for the specified loads. The central point of the 

resultant cluster was analyzed to identify the divergence exist between the heat energy absorption nature. As a 

result of the proposed effort, its clearly indicate that irrespective of the grades of coal the absorption strategy 

remains same and it is obviously visualized for individual boiler elements.  
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